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PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. Adoption of the agenda
2. Communication of the Chairman of the joint meeting
3. Communication of the Co-Chairman of the joint meeting
4. Preliminary Remarks of the Secretary-General
5. Progress report on the implementation of the programme of work for 2010-2011
   5a – UNWTO Global initiatives
      • Tourism Towards 2030
      • Publications (general use of publications, e-library, new publications)
      • Use of UNWTO logo and its institutional image
      • Product Portfolio
   5b – Regional Perspective
      • Regional Activities (Member States and Affiliate Members)
      • Activities of the UNWTO Regional Support Office for Asia and the Pacific
      • Country brief by Thailand and general discussion on regional tourism trends
6. Progress report on the implementation of the Programme of Work for 2012 - 2013
7. Election of candidates to represent each commission on the Programme and Budget Committee
8. Partnership Initiatives
   • UNWTO/Hong Kong Polytechnic University Scholarship Programme
   • TPO
   • Intervention of Affiliate Members
   • UNWTO/ADB Collaboration
   • CNN Task
9. Place and date of the twenty-fifth joint meeting of the two commissions